**Inventory**  
Elizabeth Cloes Collection  
(Materials listed in **bold** type are available for research)

**Box 1:**

- 1952, Aug. 5 – Hannah Nixon to Elizabeth Cloes
- 1952, Sept. 29 – Postcard from Richard Nixon (after Fund Speech)
- 1956, Oct. 8 – Richard Nixon to Elizabeth Cloes
- 1952, Sept. 15 – Pat Nixon to Elizabeth Cloes
- 1961, Jul. 10 – Pat Nixon to Elizabeth Cloes
- 1967, Oct. 20 – Richard Nixon to Elizabeth Cloes
- 1971, Apr. 28 – Pat Nixon to Elizabeth Cloes
- 1971, May 4 – Richard Nixon to Elizabeth Cloes
- 1970, Aug. 18 – Harry Jeffrey, Director, Nixon Oral History Project to Elizabeth Cloes
- 1972, Apr. 12 – C. Richard Arena, Director, Richard M. Nixon Oral History Project to Elizabeth Cloes
- 1972, Oct. 27 – C. Richard Arena to Elizabeth Cloes
- 1973, Jan. 30 – Elizabeth Cloes to Dr. Arena
- 1976, Dec. 17 – Jerry Ford to Elizabeth Cloes

[Printed Items]
[Ephemera – Christmas Card, 1971; 1969 Inauguration; clipping; Dedication of Birthplace, 1959]